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PARTI :: GENERAL KNOWLEDGE::

1. History of IndiaandIndiannational movement.

2. History ofChhattisgarh andContribution ofChhattisgarh

in national movement.

3. Physical, Social and Economic geography ofIndia. (With
specialreference to Chhattisgarh)

4. Constitution ofIndia and Polity,Administrative structure

ofChhattisgarh, Local Government ofChhattisgarh and
Panchayati Raj. (With special reference toChhattisgarh)

5. Economy, Commerce, Industry, Forest and agriculture of
India. (With special reference toChhattisgarh)

6. Tribes, Special tradition, Teej and festival, Dance, archaeo
logical and tourist centres ofChhattisgarh.

7. Current affair and sports (With reference to India and

Chhattisgarh)

8. Environment, Indutry, Energy, Water andMining Resources

(With reference toIndia andChhattisgarh)

*TFT-2 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATION

ENGINEERING

1. Physical Electronics, Electron Devices and ICS
Electrons and holes in semiconductors, Carrier Statistics,

Mechanism ofcurrentflowina semiconductor, Halleffect,

Junction theory ; Different types of diodes and their
characteristics ; Bipolar Junction transistor; Field effect
transistors; Power switching device like SCRs CTOs, power

MOSEETs; BasicofICs-bipolar, MOS andCMOS types;

Basic of Opto-Electronics.

2. Signal and Systems

Classification of signalsandsystem; System modeling in
terms of differential and difference equation;Statevariable

representation; Fourier series transforms and their
application to system analysis; Convolution and
superposition integrals and their application; Z-transforms
andtheir application totheanalysis and characterization of
discrete time systems; Random signal and probability,
Correlation functions; Specialdensity; Response of liner

systemto randominputs.

3. Network Theory

Network analysis techniques: Network theorems. Transient
response steady state sinusoidal response; Network, graph
and their application in network analysis; Tellegen's
theorem. Two port network : Z, Y, h and transmission
parameters combination oftwo ports, analysis ofcommon
two ports, Network functions; parts ofnetwork function s,
obtaining anetwork function from agivenpart. Transmission
criterion: Daley and rise time; Elmore's and other definition
effects of cascading Elements ofNetwork synthesis.

4. Electromagnetic Theory

Analysis of electrostatic and magneto static fields;
Laplace's and Poison's equations; Boundary value problems
andtheirsolution; Maxwell's equations; application towave

propagation inbounded and unbounded media; transmission
lines; basic theory standing waves matching application
microstrip lines; basic of waveguides and resonators;

Elements ofantenna theory.

5. Electronic Measurements and Instrumentation

Basic concepts standard anderror analysis; measurement
of basic electrical quantities andparameters; Electronic
measuring instruments and their principle of working ;
analog and digital, comparison characteristics; application
Transducers.

6. Analog Electronic Circuits.
Transistor biasing and stabilization. Small signal analysis.
Power amplifiers, Frequency response. Wide banding
techniques, Feedback amplifiers. Tuned amplifier
Oscillators, Rectifiers andPower supplies OpAmp. Pll,
other linear integrated circuits and applications. Pulse
shaping circuits andwaveform generator.
7. Digital Electronic Circuits.
Boolean algebra SOP and POS, Simplification ofBoolean
functions. IC Logic families and logic Gates,

Combinational logic circuits, Sequential circuits.
anm:



8. Control Systems

Transients and Steady stateresponse ofControlSystem;

Effectofreedbuck onstability andsensitivity; Rootlocus

techniques; Frequency response analysis. Concepts of
gain and phase margins; Constant-M and Constant-N
Nichols's Charts; Approximation of transient response

from Constant-N Nichol's Charts; observe ability &

Controllability of systems.

9. Communication Systems

Basic Information theory; Modulation and detection in

analogue and digital systems; Sampling and data
reconstruction, Quantization &Coding; Time division and

frequency division multiplexing, Equalization; Optical
Communication: in free space &fiber optic: Propagation

ofsignals at HF, VHE, UHF and microwave frequency;

Satellite Communication.

10. Microwave Engineering

Microwave Tubes and Solid State device, Microwave

generation and amplifiers, Waveguides and other
Microwave components and Circuits , Microstrip

circuits, Microwave antenna. Microwave Measurements,

Masers Laser; Microwave Propagation. Microwave

Communication Systems-terrestrial and satellite based.

Recenttrends in Microwaves and antennatechnology;

MMIC, MEMS, PBG structures and Meta-materials;

Microwaves remote sensing.

11.Computer Fundamentals

Computer its types and applications; Software its various
types; Hardware its types; Number System and Data
representation; Computer Operating system and its
architecture; Programming fundamentals and various

programming tools; Programming in C; Use ofbasic Data
structure; DBMS AUTOMATA; Fundam-entals of

Computer architecture; Processor design; Control unit
design and its various types . Memory its type and its
organization .System internal bus structure.

Microprocessors: Architecture and instruction set of
Microprocessors 8085 and 8086. Assembly language
programming. Microprocessor based system design:

typical examples

12.Computer Networks and securities

Computer network and its types; Network IP Addressing;
basic element ofcomputer basedCommunication system;

switching techniques; Routing Algorithms; OSI Network
Model and TCP/IP Model ; Network protocols;

Cryptography ;various Cipher methods used in Data
securities; Network security software and their application,

user Authentication and identification.

13. Digital Communication

Signals and spectra: Digital communication
nomenclature, analog and digital signals, Energy and

power signals, Unit impulse signals, spectral density,
signal transmission through linear system, Noise in
communication system, formatting and baseband
modulation, Baseband Demodulation/Detection ,Band
pass Modulation and demodulation/Detection, Channel
coding .Synchronization techniques, Spread-Spectrum
techniques, s-Domain, z-Domain and Digital filtering.
Fundamentals of statistical decision theory, bays theory,

decision theory.
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